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“Kids need positive exposure ...
to show them the importance of
education. “
Jesus Solis, Principal of Burton Middle School
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Setting goals: Burton Middle School Principal Jesus Solis (left) meets with Frank Foster. Grand
Valley State University Student Senate President, on Tuesday at Burton Middle School to discuss
fund raising efforts for a new library

Funding to fill
shelves, minds
By Shawn Zalewski
GVL Neu'S Editor

A chantable partnership formed
between Grand Valley State University
and Burton Middle School was
strengthened Tuesday as officials verified
plans to provide funding for the school’s
library
Student Senate President Frank Foster
and Bob Stoll, director of Student Life,
met with Burton Middle School Principal
Jesus Solis at the inner-city Grand Rapids
school to discuss strategies for funding
the school s outdated library. Dunng the
annual Battle of the Valleys competition
this semester. GVSU student donations
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Ground work: Construction crew members build Meadows Crossing, a new housing complex at the intersection of 48th Awe and West Campus Drive

New housing breaks

will go directly toward the library's
funding.
The idea to partner w ith Burton Middle
School came to Foster last summer w hen
he and other senators discussed supporting
youth education, he said. After tounng the
building, he was set on the topic as this
year’s selected chanty. Foster added.
Upon completion, the 1.500-square foot library will expand by more than
four times its current size. Soils said.
Currently, several books are outdated,
and the fiction paperback novels are
contained within one small series of
rotating columns. Only two computers,
for administrative and attendance

ground in GV's back yard

See Senate, A3

By Shawn Zalewski
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Absentee ballots may
simplify long distance voting
By Michelle Hamilton
' GVL Staff Writer

College students will not have to
rush home to vote on election day.
Nov. 7. For those living out of town,
there is another option.
With the exception of a 39 cent
postage stamp. Grand Valley State
University registered student-voters
are allowed to request a general
election absentee ballot form free of
charge.
Voters must mail all completed
forms to their home county, city or
township clerk, which, along with the

Glenn Turek, managing director
of the project and representative of
Sperry Van Ness Realty and Silveri
Construction Company, said the
townhomes will be ready for the first
occupants as early as December. Most
students will be able to move in for
summer classes in April, he added.
Turek said his company has already
been in contact with pizza parlors,
sandwich restaurants, tanning salons,
convenience stores and cell phone
corporations to be housed within the
seven available retail spaces.
“Many students don’t like having
to deal with Michigan left turns on
Lake Michigan Drive, so this retail
space will provide eating space within
walking distance." Turek said. "It will
feel like a small town."
Orion Construction is currently
involved in breaking ground on the
development. Turek said.
No
formal
arrangement
or
partnership has been established with
the university at this point, he added.
“In the future, we hope to talk about
how our paths may cross.” Turek said.
“GVSU is the reason we’re here, after
all"
Adjacent to Campus West, the new
complex will feature a wide-open
setup, with three courtyards including

Meadows Crossing
will offer GV students .
another off-campus
living option
GVL News Editor

A
new
mixed-use
housing
development will offer students a
modem living environment upon its
expected completion by next summer.
Plans and construction efforts are
underway for Meadows Crossing.
This
college-centered
townhome
development will be located to the west
of Grand Valley State University’s
main campus boundary at the northern
intersection of 48th Ave. and West
Campus Drive.
Approved
by
the
Allendale
Township Planning and Community
Development Department in June,
construction on the 296.000-squarefoot project began two weeks ago.
It will accommodate 748 students
within 21 buildings along with a
10.500 square foot
retail
center,
which will bring additional restaurant
and business space to the off-campus
community.

absentee form, can be located at http://
www.michigan.gov/vote.
For the Nov. 7 polls all absentee
ballot request forms must be received
on Nov. 4 by 2 p.m. Emergency
ballots are available for reasons such
as sudden illness, accident or a death
in the family. Requests for emergency
absentee ballots must be received by
the clerk's office by no later than 4
p.m. on the day of the election.
“It is fulfilling to know that you
are working to make things better."
said Alan Dunklow. vice president of
the Political Actions Committee for
See Absentee, A6

a basketball and volleyball court. A
management center will also serve
as a clubhouse, containing a pool
table, foosball table, lounge space and
exercise equipment.
The individual apartments will
contain four bedrooms and four
bathrooms.
Each complex will feature what
Turek describes as “smart living"
spaces, with a bar-counter in the
kitchen area, wide-open living room
and entertainment space.
"I’d really like to measure how
many miles of sidewalks will stretch
across the complex and connect to
other roads." Turek said.
Formerly known as Campus North
LLC — named to tie in with nearby
Campus West, although the structures
are not affiliated — Turek said the
name was changed to Meadows
Crossing to reflect its proximity to
GVSU’s Meadows Golf Course.
The project involves an extension
of West Campus Drive beyond the
extent of the current Campus West
Apartments. Before any addition is
made, it must be approved by local
road commissions. Turek said.
Although rent has not been set. Turek
said rates will be competitive with
surrounding living arrangements.

Immigration: A reality of America’s past, future
Constitution Day welcomes
Marcelo Suarez-Orozco to
speak about immigration
policies
By Brandon Manus
GVL Stuff Writer

The crowd that gathered to hear
Marcelo Suarez-Orozco speak was
silenced by his statement.
“Who is an American is too important
a question to leave to the politicians.'' he
said.
This was one of the many points
Suarez-Orozco. Courtney Sale Ross
Professor
of
Globalization
and
Education at New York University.
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drove home to an audience of faculty,
students and community members
during his keynote address on Sept.
19 at the Geraid R. Ford Museum. The
address w as the culmination of a senes of
events at Grand Valley State University
celebrating Constitution Day. hosted by
the Hauenstein Center for Presidential
Studies.
As the election year continues to heat
up. the author and editor of 20 books
spoke passionately to a full house on the
past, present and future of immigration.
immigration is an issue that defines
the human experience ... and has
profound repercussions on Amencan
society." he said “The next century is
at stake here.”
Immigration is not only an important
See Immigration, A6
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Offering insight: GVSU student Manish Das talks to juniors kelly Zagata (left) and Holly lucchev about study abroad options during the Registered Student Organization

fair on the Pew Campus Tuesday The event featured tables with information on downtown-based student organizations

RSO fair travels to Pew Campus
The Pew Campus holds
annual fair for downtown
students, organizations
By Tiffany Luke
GVL Stuff Writer

The Office of Student Life branched
its services onto Grand Valley State
University's Pew Campus Tuesday by
sponsoring the second annual Registered
Student Organization fair.
The event, held in the DeVos Center
lobby, drew students and organizations
from the Grand Rapids area.
Eight displays represented downtownbased student organizations, a slight
decrease from last year, partly because
the fair was held earlier than in previous
years, said Aaron Haight, assistant
director of Student Life and the event's
main organizer.
wWe had this event later in the school
year last year,” Haight said. “That might
have given organizations more time to
prepare.”
This year the event was advertised on

the GVSU Events Calendar and on fliers
around campus. Haight said.
“Food is what really draws people in.”
she added.
GVSU student Kristen Lillie said she
and her friend were originally lured to the
fair by the free donuts.
“We did take some information on
studying abroad though — that could be
fun,” Lillie said.
Bruce Gerber, a GVSU management
major, said he did not sign up for any
organizations, but instead picked up a
business school application from the
Society for Human Resource Management
table.
“I was surprised.” Gerber said. “1 just
walked by and saw this event happening.
It's a good idea."
GVSU junior Jorge Vasquez said he
thought the fair, though smaller than
Campus Life Night, which took place
earlier this month, gave students more
time to talk to organization leaders.
Although he also did not join a group,
he took information from the Seidman
Investment Portfolio Organization table.
Nick Janiga. a representative for
Seidman IPO. said the organization

has been around for several years and
currently between 30 and 40 members,
but is always looking for more.
Another organization at the event was
the Collegiate EntrepreneursOrganization.
This group provides opportunities for
students to network with people who own
their own businesses.
“You don’t have to be a business major
to join, over half of our members aren't.”
said Brandon Reame. president of CEO.
He added many people enjoy CEO
conferences because they provide a place
where people can get together and to
generate new ideas.
Representing
the
International
Education table. GVSU student Manish
Das said although the group is not a
formal organization, they try to persuade
students to study abroad.
“We like to encourage diversity and
try to encourage people to see different
countries,” Das said.
The Grand Valley Law Society and
the Graduate and Professional Student
Association also set up tables to recruit
new members.
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News in Brief
Accident leaves minor
injuries

Traffic wan slopped Tues
day at about 3:43 p.m. at
the intersection of 48th St.
and West Campus Dr. when
Shelby Dawn Kaytner, 18.
failed to stop her 1997 green
Chevrolet Astrovan causing a
collision with two other ve
hicles at the traffic light, ac
cording to the Ottawa County
Sheriff's State of Michigan
Traffic Crash Report.
The impact caused the
1998 green Jeep Cherokee
of Chelsea Marie Krings. 18.
to roll forward and strike a
third vehicle, a 1997 green
Chevrolet Lumina driven by
Jane Anita Fryer. 39. Krings'
passengers. Brandi Nicole
Spring, 23. and Adelheid
Elizabeth Plaumann, 20. as
well as the drivers of the
other vehicles, were taken
by ambulance to St. Mary’s
Hospitul in Grand Rapids and
treated for minor injuries.
Alcohol was not cited as a
factor in the accident, the po
lice report states.
Raymer was issued a cita
tion for failure stop, the re
port added.
Helicopter to repair rain
damage

A helicopter will deposit
130 tons of stone in the ra
vine south of the Calder Art
Center on Saturday This con
struction. also taking place at
the east end of Lot D. will re
pair damage caused by storms
over the summer.
The helicopter will begin
work before 7 a m. and will
continue throughout the day,
said James Moyer, assistant
vice president for Facilities
Planning, in a statement.
Board looks for Dance
Marathon participants

The 2007 GVSU Dance
Marathon Planning Board is
currently recruiting members
until 3 p.m. Oct. 2 at the
Community Service Learning
Center. Students can pick up
an application and schedule
an interview at the CSLC in
room 110 B in the lower level
of the Kirkhof Center.
This
year's
Dance
Marathon will benefit the
DeVos Children's Hospital,
which is a Children's Miracle
Network Hospital.
Children's Miracle became
associated with the dance
marathons in 1993. when
students at Indiana University
raised
$60,000
for
the
foundation. Today, thousands
of students participate at
dozens of schools across the
country, helping children
fulfill their terminal wishes.
For more information,
contact
the
Community
Service Learning Center at
(616) 331-2468
Auditions open for sci-fi
radio parody

Students
interested
in
gaining experience in voice
acting
or
broadcasting
can audition for the radio
production
"This
Island
Earth” Casting will continue
until mid-October.
The show will follow in
the footsteps of “Mystery
Science Theater 3000.” a film
centered on gaudy characters
and traditional science fiction
adventure.
"This Island Earth" was
originally released as a black
and white sci-fi thriller in
1959. said Jennifer Marsman.
producer and GVSU senior
who decided to reproduce
the film for radio as a senior
project. After the program is
completed, it will be marketed
to local stations for airtime
"The movie it so horrible
it has never been remade.”
Marsman said
No experience is necessary
to audition
For
more
information
contact Marsman at (616)
913-4276
or
Jennifer
marsman (Vgmail com
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GVSU’s Constitution
Day features
panelists, debaters’
thoughts on policies
of immigration
By Erik Westlund
GVL Stuff Writer

During Tuesday's Constitution
Day celebration, the Hauenstein
Center for Presidential Studies
at Grand Valley State University
used the occasion not only to
discuss the Constitution, but
address a current issue testing the
boundaries of the 219 year-old
document — immigration after
the attacks of Sept. 11. 2001.
Who is an American The
Immigration Debate After 9/11
w as an all-day event featuring
two different panel discussions,
a luncheon address and a debate
Throughout the day, opinions
varied and challenged some
traditional melting pot notions of
America.
"A piece of rock dropped in a
river, no matter how long it is there,
will never be a crocodile.” said
Fatoumatta Sise. a West African
immigrant who was granted
asylum by the United States in
1995 and has since served as an
officer to the U.S. Embassy. “It
may grow moss on it, but it will
always be a rock. What makes
America heautiftil is the retention
of culture with assimilation "
Sise said while assimilation is
important, immigrants have the
right to keep their own identity
when they come to America
contradiction.
Laura
In
Armenia, who emigrated from
Mexico II yean ago. said she
believes people need to treat each
other with a more holistic respect
"No one belongs to this land,
yet ut the same time we are all
tossed in this salad together,”
Armenia said "We have the same
heart, the same blood and are all
humans "

Senate
continued from page A1

purposes, are found in the
library. Solis said. The school
is also in need of a librarian,
security guards and additional
science and art supplies, he
added.
The Grand Rapids Public
School district has already
received $30 million from
state funding, some of which
will be allocated for a total
renovation to the Burton
Middle
School
structure,
which dates back to the 1940s.
The total renovation will be
complete by fall of 2008.
Solis said. However. Foster
said resources for the library
will need additional funding.
Other sources, including
faculty in the GVSU English
department, may contribute
$5,000 to the cause, while
a
community
education
organization has contributed
$10,000, Foster said.
If the GVSU student body
raises $15,000 during Battle
of the Valleys week, he added
the State Legislature has
agreed to match the $25,000
donation total — fulfilling the
550.000 needed to renovate
the library structure and
supplies.
Foster said senate's goal

NOW OPEN
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Making a point Linda Chavez, chapman ol the Center for Equal Opportunity in Sterling. Va . answers a question while Peter Bnmelow. a Bntish-Ameucan financial
journalist and author, listens during Grand Valley State University's Constitution Day debate on Tuesday

Discussing
the
fiscal
responsibilities of the United
States. British-Americun financial
journalist Peter Bnmelow said he
docs not think America is a nation
of immigrants. He expressed
concern on the economic impact
of the nation'scurrent immigration
policy.
"It is an attack by the capitalist
educated elite on the working
class,” Brimclow said. ”Wc (the
capitalist educated elite) urc
taking a leap in the dark here
with a population increase from
uncommon sources.”
By ullowmg immigrants to
openly take residenc y in America.

the economy becomes negatively
impacted, he said.
Bill Ong Hing. professor of law
and Asian-American studies at the
University of California-Davis,
disagreed with Brinielow. Hing
said immigrants, including those
who ure illegal, do the United
States economy a great service.
”My
solution
to
the
undocumented
immigration
problem is to give them a parade ”
Hing added.
The second annual Constitution
Day event drew in the largest turn
out to date for the organization,
said Gleaves Whitney, director of
the Hauenstein Center He udded

for donations will equate $1
per GVSU student or $23,000
altogether. Since this would
exceed the $15,000 needed,
the remaining $8,000 would
be donated to the Make-AWish Foundation, replacing
money lost in lust year's
campaign, he said.
Community members living
near Burton Middle School
have also assisted in fund
raising for the new library
project. They held bake sales
and a neighborhood gurage
sale, and Solis — who paints
when not at his day job — said
he has considered auctioning
his own oil paintings for the
cause.
"Recognize that we're ulso
giving buck to the community
... there are other people in
need.” Solis said.
The
renovations
will
help students beyond the
classroom, as many need
guidunce
in
transitioning
to high school as well as
preparing
for
Michigan
Educational
Assessment
Program tests. Solis said.
To campaign for the cause.
Foster said he plans to invite
students from Burton Middle
School
to
attend
senate
meetings, a Kirkhof game
night and possibly meet

varsity athletes.
“Kids
need
positive
exposure,
whether it
be
purents or other adults, to
show them the importance
of education.” Solis said.
“If they visit the cumpus, I
can see them saying. 'Wow,
I never thought this existed.'
and hopefully spark their
interest in going to college.”
Students at Burton Middle
School created paper mache
buckets in which to place
monetary donations during
the five-day span of Battle of
the Vulleys.
The campaign and duration
of the students' visit will
culminate with the Nov.
4
footbull
game
against
rival Saginaw Valley State
University. During hulftime.
Foster suid he would like to
see GVSU present a check to
the middle school.

Delivery! Dine In! Take Out!

he was impressed with the level of
students' engagement.
"Today’s panels hopefully
enriched their understanding of
the centrality of immigration
to our nation's history and our
future.” Whitney said.
As a result of the day's
discussions,
some
students
generated definitive opinions
about immigration and its roots.
GVSU senior Sarah Hartman
said she thinks the immigration
debate is founded on racial
issues.
"It’s like a revolving totem
pole," she said. "Right now it’s
Arab Americans who are getting

the worst of it. Someone who
looks like an American may be
an illegal immigrant and is never
questioned ”
A 2005 U.S. Department of
Education mandate states that all
schools accepting federal funding
must provide Constitution Day
events one week before or one
week after Sept. 17.
The Hauenstein Center was
responsible for planning the event
in conjunction with The Gerald
R Ford Library. Museum and
Foundation and The World Affairs
Council of West Michigan.
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An educated decision
Students and staff should be
knowledgeable on state issues and
candidate backgrounds before casting
votes for the upcoming State Ballot and
gubernatorial race in November.
; As Election Day inches closer, members of the Grand Valley
;State University community have less and less time to familiarize
themselves with topics that will affect our state and our peers after
votes are tallied. Still fresh in the semester, it can be difficult for
I
students to stretch beyond the mounds of homework, studies and
extracurricular responsibilities tying them down. However, students
and faculty must challenge themselves to learn about what is going
on in Michigan.
Issues such as the Michigan Civil Rights Initiative, which could
abolish Affirmative Action in higher education institutions, will
appear on the ballot. GVSU, an Affirmative Action institution that
houses several students benefiting from it, will be among several
colleges in the state directly impacted by this initiative. Proposal
5, which requires the state to provide annual funding increases
at the rate of inflation to public higher education institutions and
other schools, will also be included on the ballot. This proposal
gparantecs a specific amount of funding for education, so several
sthools may plan their budgets accordingly. However, this may
force the government to make cuts from other state programs to
accommodate education. If not directly affected themselves, friends
and family of the university community may be touched by these
proposed issues. More information on these topics can be found at
http://www.michigankl6.org, http://www.msbo.org and http://www.
michigancivilrights.org.
• Similarly, residents will have the chance to elect a new governor
in November. Voters need to review the intentions and histories of
democratic candidate Gov. Jennifer Granholm and her opponent,
republican candidate Dick DeVos, as well as Libertarian candidate
Greg Creswell. Green Party candidate Douglas Campbell and
(Constitution Party candidate Bhagwan Dashairya The new governor
will be responsible for improving the job situation and economy
in Michigan, affecting families' incomes and retirement pensions.
Campaign information can be found online at each candidate's
respective Web site.
While getting to the polls should be a priority, educating oneself
before the election should be first on the list. Making ignorant
decisions is an abuse of power, and could have a poor impact on our
state’s future. Prior to drawing conclusions on an issue, community
members should look into them further. Those who have set
opinions on a topic need to confront other sides of the argument to
be sure they understand its entirety.
Only in educating themselves can students and faculty make valid
choices on Nov. 7. This is a task everyone should take seriously.
Voting is not only a privilege, it is a responsibility.
>
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“The biggest thing for us is that
we play with passion. I’m pretty
humble to the fact that we will
never be perfect."
Chuck Martin

GVSU head football coach, anticipating
the team’s home game tonight against
Michigan Technological University

YOUR INSIGHTS

Will you devote any time to learning about
candidates and ballot topics before the election?

"Yes. I’m a citizen, and it’s

"Yes. It’s very important that

"Definitely This is an

‘No. I can't vote yet

my responsibility. Plus it's

voters are knowledgeable

because I'll only be 17.1

about issues and which

election we're going
to feel a direct effect

candidates represent them"

from, especially minority

my first year voting *

students."

Leah Grof

Scott Sanders

Courtney Lawler

William Horen

Junior
Broadcasting

Junior
Political Science

Junior
Health Science

International Business

Get out, explore, do something
By Laura Wasilewski
GVL Staff Writer

This past weekend I
went to the John Ball Zoo.
I'd heard mixed reviews
about the place, and to
some extent, they were
right. Cardboard koalas,
anyone?
But they had these
stingrays swimming around
that you could touch. The
slimy things just swam
right under your hand,
gliding back and forth
like ugly, underwater dogs
looking for someone to pet
them.
It was awesome. I had a
fantastic time.
I'll be honest, the only
reason I went to the zoo
was because I had to
write an article about it
for a class But it got me
thinking — why hadn't I
been to the zoo already?
I’ve been here long
enough I've driven past
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The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns for
length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or email typographic errors
The name of the author is usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reasons
The content, information and
views expressed are not approved
by nor necessarily represent those of
the university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff

it plenty
of times.
True, it's
possible
that
news of
cardboard
koalas
may have
deterred
me. But the
zoo itself
isn't the point.
How often do we say we
should do something but
never make the trip there?
Especially at a college
like Grand Valley State
University, where the
campus itself is so
sectioned off from the
town, it's important to get
out. Grand Rapids has a lot
to offer if you just know
where to look.
Instead of taking your
next run down Pierce
Street so cars can whiz past
you at 55 mph. drive over
to Comstock Riverside

Park. Jog on paths that
overlook the Grand River
with the downtown skyline
in the distance.
Instead of grabbing
another meal at Burger
King, have a special night
out at the Amway Grand
Plaza Hotel. For something
more casual, eat at GP
Sports or Bentham’s. For
a special night, visit The
1913 Room
Before dinner take a
walk through the hotel
— it’s a pretty nice place
to visit. You're right on the
riverfront, so after dinner
lake in the sunset on the
water. Either way, you're
out and about, doing
something different than
wolfing down food in front
of the television for the
umpteenth night in a row.
Instead of wasting
your money on another
over-hyped dud at the
Rivertown Theater, check
out an art house flick or a

classic film at the Wealthy
Street Theater.
There are museums
and parks and the everinteresting Division Street.
Outside of Grand Rapids,
there are beaches and
drive-ins and hundreds of
other things waiting for
you.
Even if you don’t have a
car or can’t get off campus,
do something different here
at GVSU. Check out the
weekend calendar in the
Lanthorn Go on the GVSU
Web site and randomly
pick something to do off
the Calendar of Events.
Tonight is the football
game against Michigan
Tech If you never go to
sporting events, here's
your chance
And if football is your
regular thing, the Calendar
of Events tells me there's
an informational chess
meeting tomorrow you can
go to instead.

Facebook generation discovers privacy

GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand Valley
Community
The Grand
Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expression for
reader opinions: letters to the editor,
guest columns and phone responses
Letters must include the author's
name and be accompanied by current
picture identification if dropped off
in person Letters will be checked
by an employee of the Grand Valley
Lanthorn
• * Letters appear as space permits
cnch issue The limit for letter length
la one page, single spaced

Freshman

GVL STUDENT OPINION

By Jason Cronk

£

feel like l‘m missing out."

(U WIRE)
TALLAHASSEE. Fla. Most people reading this
are aware of the backlash
Facebook.com got recently
after implementing its
newest feature.
There wasn't really
any new information
being revealed All of
the same information
was previously available
but something about the
aggregation and ease at
which it was put at our
fingertips was newly
unnerving
Remember, this
generation has grown up
in a technological culture
devoted to exDosim

people's private lives online personals, camera
phones, security cameras,
wiretapped phones and
reality television Quaint is
the notion of keeping your
most personal and intimate
thoughts in a diary secured
with a little lock and key.
Facebook.com can’t be
faulted for going where we
were already headed After
all, they reasoned, your
online movements weren’t
available to everyone with
an Internet connection
Only you and your 537
closest friends would
know that you posted a
message on the group
"How to gel this pimple
off my butt?”
Facebook com and
its more popular and
less structured cousin
MvSpace com at least have

one redeeming feature
They are voluntary.
Your private life is just
that — yours You alone
have the right to move
information about you
from the private sphere
to the public sphere To
varying degrees, social
networking Web sites
allow you to expand or
contract who can get
access to what information
about you. Ultimately,
if you’re unhappy with
the granularity of their
protection you can opt out.
While some felt the
News Feed feature of
FacebtKik.com was no big
deal, others decried it as
an assault on their ability
to decide the level of
their revelations. It was a
very personal choice, that
decision on whether or not

the features went too far.
Given the voluntary nature
of the interaction between
Facebook.com and its
users, the final decision
rests with each individual
as to whether or not the
Web site provides a wide
enough range of security
options.
If the recent fiasco
can teach anything to
Facebook.com users, it
should be that privacy
is rooted in individual
freedom. A free market
allows individuals the
liberty to choose their
own measure of exposure
and escape if they feel
overexposed.
One without freedom
has no choice, and.
conversely, one without
choice has no freedom
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Angela Harris, Laker Life Editor
lakerlife#lanthorn com

Speaker
addresses
local Hispanic
community
concerns
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By Matt Marn
GVL Staff Whirr

As students, faculty and
members of the community
listened to Jos< Reyna, they
heard about many issues
the Hispanic people of West
Michigan face.
But many also saw hope in
the form of pictures of Rey
na’s two young children.
In his presentation. Hispanics in West Michigan:
Challenges and Opportuni
ties. Reyna, assistant to the
city manager of Grand Rap
ids. addressed concerns re
garding the Hispanic commu
nity in West Michigan
"What agencies need to do
is establish cultural compe
tence." Reyna said. "If they
don't serve that population
quickly growing in Grand
Rapids, they just won’t serve
anyone."
Reyna said Hispanics in
West Michigan face many
problems, from a lack of vot
er turnout to racism and dis
crimination.
' There’s always a question
as to what to call Hispanics,”
he added. “Spanish, Latino
... 1 don't care. Just call me
American."
The community needs to
be aware of both the challeng
es and opportunities regard
ing the Hispanic community.
Reyna said.
“If you ignore that popu
lation. you are going to be
hard-pressed to play catch
up.” he said while display
ing a color-coated pie chart
of different lines of Hispanic
descent. "This rainbow is our
heritage While they are simi
lar in some ways and have a
common thread of language,
they are very distinct. No oth
er ethnic group is growing at
such a fast rate.”
The Hispanic population
has many political needs.
Reyna said, but encounters
problems communicating its
needs. To combat this issue,
Reyna held forums in West
Michigan with three groups
of 100 Hispanic residents
who were given the chance to
address key concerns.
The five main areas ad
dressed
were
education,
civic and political involve
ment. culture, legal rights and
health issues, he said. Addi
tional key issues the groups
discussed were social equity
and the struggle for equality,
Reyna added
“It will always be a prob
lem." he said. "I just consider
it a problem I'm going to walk
around. That’s what I want to
pass on to my children We
need to erase racism as a so
ciety. Race, ethnicity — that
means nothing in the end We
are all human "
Reyna added the Hispanic
community is not one to sit
back and fall victim to social
See Reyna, A6
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Stringing out sounds. The manachi tno serenades its audience with some Hispanic pieces Monday at the Kickoff to Hnpan< Heritage Month m the Kirkhof Center's Grand River Room

Hispanic culture to ;
invade upcoming month
By Matt Mam
GVL Stqff Ithfrr

As students walked by the Grand River
Rixwn on Monday, they could smell the
Hispanic foods and hear the manachi tno
on their guitars before they even entered
to celebrate the kickotT event of Hispanic
Hentage Month
“I am glad there aic so many people
coming," said Sandra Fernandez Taidani.
assistant director of the Office of Multicultural
Affairs. "We have a very diverse group That’s
what I want. There are Hispanic. Caucasian
and African American people here. There is
also a great blend of staff and students "
The event began a month-long celebration

of the Hispanic culture and featured food,
music and a presentation on the origin of the
serenade
“I w ant students to leant w hat a serenade is
and also w hat food we eat here." FemandezTardani said. “I w ant them to try to taste other
flavors and to try to feel the rhythm of the
music, even if it is in Spanish.”
She added there are plenty of events
students and staff can abend if they were not
able to anend the opening event.
“If you weren’t able to come, check out
the calendar and find something that appeals
to you." she said.
Selene Lacayo. executive director of
the West Michigan Hispanic Chamber of
Commerce, gave the presentation dunng

the kickoff event. Her speech focused on
the history and origin of the serenade, which
started in Europe and was later exported to
the United States.
"The serenade is very important in
Spanish tradition." Lacayo said.
She added the event went fairly well,
considering some students had classes to
work around.
“We had people coming and going for
class, and it would have been better if they
could have stayed, but it went well." Lacayo
said. "This event is very important because it
is something you don't have here It’s not part
of your tradition "
Diversity within the Hispanic culture is
very important, and students who missed the

Emerging leaders
reap skills on
student retreat
By Angela Harris
GVL Laker Life Editor

A group of Grand Valley
State University students
spent last weekend at the
Kettunen Center in Tustin.
Mich.
improving
their
leadership skills.
Ranging from small to
large group discussions, the
participants tackled issues
such as diversity, leadership
values, ethics and goal
setting, said Michael Brower.
Laker Leadership and Service
intern.
“It
is
important
to
understand the type of leader
you are and examine your
weaknesses and strengths,"
Brower said.
The retreat was open to
students of all ages. Those as
young as 17 and as old as 30
attended the event.
“It’s never too late to learn
to stand tall and be a leader."
Brower said.
The retreat began with
an introduction to the basic
principles of leadership on
Friday, he added.
Discussions on Saturday
detailed topics such
as
leadership values, ethics and

diversity.
The most important thing
that participants learned this
weekend was to examine
themselves and their beliefs
so they could work with other
leaders who may not have the
same beliefs. Brower said.
While it was a weekend
of hard work, he added there
was plenty of time for fun.
“There were plenty of
times the whole group just
burst into song.” Brower
said.
During free time on
Saturday, participants had the
opportunity to go kayaking,
canoeing, swimming, play
volleyball or enjoy a bonfire.
“As much as we focused on
serious topics and learning, it
was as much about enjoying
yourself and the others there,"
Brower said. "We showed
them that they can have fun
while getting serious work
done."
One thing Brower said
he would change about his
experience at the retreat
would be getting to know
the all of the participants.
Because of circumstances
and interactions, he said he
See Leadership, A6

kickoff should pick another event on the Hit
to anend. Lacayo added
“I know everyone has busy schedules,’’
she said. "But the events are at different
times, so you can pick one or two that woric
for you There are so many Hispanics here,
and they don't lose their tradition, so it is
important to leam about a grow ing part of the
population"
GVSU senior Kim Waslawski said tfie
event was very interactive
,
"I have been here from the beginning."
she said. "I like the different aspects of the
event. There’s different food, as well as
mariachi singers "
•
“It’s a great kickoff event.” she said. "I
See Culture, A6

Students
'break the :
ice' with
annual dance
The Independent Greek Council,
National Panhellenic Council hit
the dance floor with guests
By Angela Harris
GVl Laker Life Editor

GVl i lit** SHf
Hands up: X tram * started around the dance floor during

Cokxful lights bounced off every side of the Grand
Valley State University Fieklhouse .Arena Saturday
night as students and guests danced the night away.
Outside, the line to enter the annual Icebreaker
Dance, hosted by the Independent Greek Council and
the National Panhellenic Council, ran through the upper
lobby of the arena and snaked down the driveway of
the Fieklhouse
Inside, participants broke out into various types of
the hustle or hung out in the kiwer lobby socializing
w ith friends.
The event is a way to "break the ice” for the new year
by getting freshman out of then living centers, involved
and seeing more of campus, said Sigma l^unbda

the icebreaker Dance m the f>e*dhouse Arena on Saturday
night

See Icebreaker, A6
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Absentee
continued from poge At

Student
Senate.
“Most
people take pride in saying they
don’t like politics, but it is hard
to find an instance in our lives
when politics does not play one
role or another.”
Dunklow
added
it
is
important for college students
to vote because “we are the
ones who will be living with the
decisions being made today.”
Absentee ballots can be
used in any election. They
are available to students who
cannot return home for the polls,
need assistance for voting, are
in jail, waiting arraignment or
are unable to vote at the polls
because of religious beliefs.
The reason for the request must

Immigration
continued from page At

issue
for
today
and
tomorrow, Suarez-Orozco said.
He cited U.S. Census Bureau
data from the past several years
and. from his own research,
predicted a dramatic increase
in current minority populations
in the next 50 years.
“Latinos and Hispanics are
driving the U.S. immigration
experience.”
Suarez-Orozco
said. “There are more Hispanic
people in the in the U.S. than
Spain. Colombia and Argentina
... Jose and Maria are the most
popular names of newborn
babies in California.”
Even if immigration could be
stopped, the second generation
of immigrants is so large that it
would still have a tremendous
impact on American society, he
added.
Suarez-Orozco
also

Reyna
continued from poge AS

dynamics. He said local
Hispanics want to be self-de
termined and chart their own
course.
”If you want to learn more
about other cultures, attend
other Hispanic Heritage Month
events here on campus.” he
said. “Do something to be
come socially competent.”
Sandra Fernandez-Tardani.
assistant director of the Office
of Multicultural Affairs, said
she was happy to see a variety
of students at the presentation.
“I liked where he showed

Culture
continued from page AS

really liked the singers. It’s
a lot more of an active learning
style. I hope people come out
to the events this month.”
Santiago Gayton. a GVSU
senior, said his favorite part

Icebreaker
continued from page AS

Gamma social chair and
GVSU junior Liz Arangure
“It’s a way to say. ‘Hey! We're
all back.*” Arangure said.
The dance is traditionally
the largest at GVSU organized
by a student organization, said
Santiago Gayton. member of
Sigma Lambda Beta.
“It’s a great way for the two
councils to put on an event for
the community.” he said. “It is a
neat way to start off the new year
and host a co-sponsor a dance.”
The dance was a fund raiser
for the councils to gather
money for programs they host
throughout the year. Arangure
said She added she expected
more than l'.OOO people to attend
the dance, including students,
alumni and visitors.
By
using
their student
identification
card.
GVSU

Leadership
continued from page A5

only got to know about half
of the students that attended
very well.
“I would reach out more,”
Brower said.
In addition, he said he would
have added more free time into

be stated in the request form
and signed by the student.
GVSU senior Ben Hayden
said he thinks absentee ballots
are a good idea for people who
are incapacitated and unable
to leave their homes without
assistance. By having the
option to mail their ballots in.
their votes can still be included,
he said.
Students can also have their
ballots mailed to school or
home addresses. To be counted
in the election, all absentee
ballots must be returned to
the clerk's office by 8 p m. on
election day.
To register to vote by
mail, students must comply
with the new identification
requirements. This requirement

is met by accurately entenng
a driver’s license number or
submitting a copy of one of
the following — valid photo
identification, a paycheck stub,
bank statement, utility bill or a
government document listing
the voter’s name and address.
To be eligible to vote,
registration must take place 30
days before Election Day.
Voters who have registered
by mail and have never voted
before are not eligible for
absentee ballots until they have
voted at the polls in person
at least once. This restriction
does not apply, however, to
U.S. citizens • who are out
of the country or those who
have completed their voter
registration in person.

criticized the current methods
America is using to control
immigration.
“We have a dysfunctional
mechanism at work ... you
can't control immigration at
the border.” he said.
He added the immediate
future
of
the
American
immigration
policy
looks
bleak.
“We are at a total impasse.”
Suarez-Orozco said. “We will
not have a law. and we are
going nowhere — we need a
path.”
Earlier
in
the
year.
President George W. Bush
made multiple appeals to the
U.S. Congress to establish
clear cut laws, guidelines and
policies regarding current and
future immigrants. Currently.
Congress is not in session,
which has left no definite
decision.
“The
President
wants

to create a path (to control
immigration), but does not have
the political capital to achieve
this.” Suarez-Orozco said.
After Suarez-Orozco finished
his presentation, he fielded
questions from the audience,
signed books and spoke with
those who attended the event.
“We at the Hauenstein
Center for Presidential Studies
are thrilled with the turnout of
student and faculty that came
to listen to experts such as
Professor Suarez-Orozco.” said
Gleaves Whitney, presidential
historian and director of the
Hauenstein Center.
“We may not be able to
resolve
the
(immigration)
debate, but today we took a big
step forward. Whitney added.
For. more information on
upcoming events sponsored
by the Hauenstein Center, visit
http://www.allpresidents.org or
call (616)331-2770.

the reports from the forums.’’
she said. “It shows not only
what they need but what they
say their needs are. It reflects
the direct voice of the Hispan
ic community, as well as the
concerns we have and what we
want to be addressed.”
Fernandez-Tardani said she
thinks students should under
stand the positive influence
Hispanics have in the commu
nity.
“I hope it creates awareness
about avoiding stereotypes
from other cultures,” she add
ed. “1 hope students learned to
comprehend what we need.”
GVSU
senior
Meagan

O'Connor said

Reyna's

re

search showed it is crucial to
know that Hispanics are part
of the

local Grand

Rapids

community.
“It’s important to have an
understanding of other cul
tures and issues they face, es
pecially in Grand Rapids." she
said. “Sometimes we don't put
ourselves in touch with the is
sues. It's important to take the
time to be aware of other cul
tures. We live in a society that
is a plethora of other cultures,

Grand Valley Lanthorn

Getting set: Membeo of Alpha Orvcron Pi prepare for their first event of the year. Strike Out Arthritis, on Saturday Through
the fund raiser, more than Si50 was collected for arthritis research

Sorority raises money
to strike out disease
Strike Out Arthritis
raises money for
continued research
By Angela Harris
GVl Laker Ijfe Editor

Sophomore Valcnc Klaas was
just two years old w hen she was
diagnosed with Romatoid arthritis
They figure I was hern with it”
Klaas said. “They diagnosed it ...
when I was able to communicate to
my parents that I was in pain."
Klaas said she is just one of 66.9
million adults in America who have
arthritis, and she was once one of the
300.000 children that have juvenile
arthritis.
. Klaas. along with her sistersin the
Alpha Onucron Pi sorority, hosted
Strike Out Arthritis, a volleyhall
tournament to generate funds for
arthritis research.
"Arthritis is important because
it affects so many people." said
Melinda Hook, philanthropy chair
for the sorority “Currently, we
have four active sisters living with
arthritis”
Four
six-person
teams

participated in the event, and the
winner received a $50 Meijer gift
certificate.
The event nused more than $150
for arthnUs research. Hook said.
All of the proceeds w ill be
donated to arthritis research. Klaas
said
Public Relations Chair Lindsay
Marsh said the event went well for it
being the first time the sorxxity hosted
one such as this in a few years.
“It is a good base fix years to
come." Marsh added
However, she said one thing
she would have changed was the
sorority's publicizing of the event so
that more people would have signed
up to participate
“It would have been nice to see
more teams." Hook said. “It was
nice (teams) came exit and supported
us."
Freshman Jacie Fountain said she
parucipaied in the event to support
the cause.
"It is a good cause because a
lot of people have it and it is not
recognized enough." Fountain said.
Fountain's teammate, freshman
Liz Schreiner, said she organized
the team because she loves sand

volleyball and because of the cause.
In addition. Klaas shared her
story w ith her sLsters and participants,
providing information about the
efisease.
Romatoid arthnUs is caused by a
person's immune system seeing the
synovial fluid as a foreign object and
attacking it. Klaas said. This fluid
is kxated in the joints and alkiws
fix morion, providing pudding so
that bones do not mb together, she
added.
In Klaas' case, her arthnUs flares
up particularly in the winter when
there is snow or low temperatures,
she said. At times she has tnxible
walking, standing ix even holding a
pencil, she added.
Klaas said she shared her story
about living with arthritis because
many people do not believe more
than just the elderly that are affected
by it.
“A lot of children and adults are
affected every day.” Klaas said.
There is no cure for arthritis. and
scienusts are still searching far one.
she added.

and it's important to open our
eyes to the society around us.”

was the performance given by
the mariachi trio.
”At the beginning, they did a
history of serenades,” he said.
“It was pretty informational.
Now the students get to hear a
real serenade.'*
Gayton said the main point
of the event was to educate

and
faculty
on
students
Hispanic culture.
"Today’s event was a great
way to kick off the month,”
he added. “Come out and
support the events. You will
learn something new, and meet
people with similar interests.”

students were allowed to bnng
two guests to the dance.
“Because we are national
(soronties and fraternities), our
brothers and sisters from other
colleges will come out to support
us." Arangure said. “It's not
just a Greek event. Everyone is
welcome.”
The Icebreaker Dance grows
every year from word of mouth.
Gayton said. This year it drew
in several college students from
other schools such as Ferris
State University and Michigan
State University, he added. He
said often students at GVSU
tell friends about the dance,
encouraging them to come the
following year.
“It's a tradition, so people
know to expect it at the beginning
of the school year." Gayton said.
Benton
Harbor
native
MarcQis Williams. 25. said he
heard about the dance from his

cousin who attends GVSU.
“I have never seen so many
beautiful women in my life.”
Williams said. “I like everything
(about the dance).”
The dance started off slow
before picking
up around
midnight, said GVSU junior
Amanda Loomis.
“I was kind of bummed that
we had to pay to get in since
it was an on-campus event,"
Loomis added. “I think more
people would have come if you
did not have to pay $5 to get
in.”
GVSU senior Devon Gary
said this year's dance was not
as good as past dances that she
went to before, but it was good
to see people she had not seen all
summer.
"The music was really quiet
and hard to hear over all the
talking.” Gary said "I had a
good time all in all though "

the retreat by splitting up the
discussions, allowing for more
breaks
“To sit for several hours can
be difficult on a Saturday,”
Brower added. “But it was not
a big problem. (They) were
receptive for the most part.”
The next Emerging Leaders
Retreat will be at the beginning

of winter semester
“I cannot wait for the winter
(retreat),” Brower said.
He added he wishes he had
attended the event previously
as a participant
“It
exceeded
my
expectations.” Brower said.
“It was much better time that I
thought I would have.”
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By Jayson Bussa
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Season tickets for seats
on the 50-yard line of GVSU
football games will run
$60 this year. The athletic
department is also offering
season tickets between
$45 and $55.

®

The baseball team of GVSU
has two conference wins and
two conference losses on
the season. On Saturday, the
Lakers picked off two games
against the University of
Findlay, but on Sunday, they
dropped two games against
the same Oilers team.
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GV golf team competes on home turf
GVt Sports Editor

Seven GVSU athletic teams
will be in action this
weekend. Teams competing
include softball, women's
track, men's track, women's
tennis, baseball, men's golf
and women's soccer.
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The men's golf team of Grand Valley
Stale University narrowly edged an unlikely
opponent on Monday to take first place in
die GVSU Laker Fall Invitational — the
opponent was a team of fellow Lakers.
The golf squad split into two separate
teams to compete in the event The Blue
team snagged the first place position as
the Black team landed just one stroke shy
in second place. Saginaw Valley State
University rounded out the top three team
finishers.
“I was pretty unpressed with both
teams.” said GVSU senior Steve Larson.
“It really shows the depth of our team. ”
The Blue team finished the first round
at The Meadows in Allendale three strokes
behind the Black team. The Blue team
finished the round with 300 strokes, while
the Black team snuck its way into the first
place position w ith 297.
However, the second round changed

the positioning as the Blue team shot a
295. and the Black team shot a 299. Both
teams finished +19 and +20 respectively
over par
SVSU shot rounds of 313 and a
tournament low 289 to finish with a 602.
Senior Kyle Murphy led the champion
Blue team in individual scoring, finishing
in fourth place among the overall field.
Murphy shot a first round of 75 and a
second round of 72 to finish his competition
with 147.
Junior Josh Orler and Larson were also
part of the first place (cam as they both
finished within the top 10 of individual
finishers.
Orler landed in a tie for filth place,
shooting two rounds of 74 to finish with
a 148. Larson, who is traditionally the top
individual finisher for the Lakers, ended in
a tie for seventh place, shooting a first round
score of 76 and a second round score of 73.
He landed just one stroke shy of Orler.
Larson said even though he was

See Golf, B5
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Sinking the putt: Senior Kyle Murphy takes a swing while his grandparents. Roger and Janice

Murphy, watch Kyle came in fourth place en route to a GVSU victory at the GVSU Laker fall
invitational The Laker men's golf team split into two squads. Blue and Black, for the tournament

Prepping for battle

The GVSU softball team has
racked up 13 wins so far
this season, all outside the
conference. The Lakers will
taste their first conference
competition on Friday against
Northwood University.

The rowing club of GVSU
combined for a total of 67
points in the Lubbers Cup
Regatta on Saturday as it
inched into first ahead of
Notre Dame University, which
finished with 66.

GET YOUR

LAKER
NEWS

ONLINE

Photo court**? of yvfootboH com
Airborne attempt: Laker defenders make a play against a player from St Joseph's College of Indiana during Saturday s game GVSU traveled to Rensselear. ind and won the game 31-6

By Jayson Bussa
GVL Sports Editor

FOOTBALL
STANDINGS
Team | GLIAC | Overall
1 Northwood
Northern Michigan

3-0

3-0

2-0

2-0

Ferris State

2-0

3-0

Grand Valley

2*0

3-0

Wayne State

2-0

2-1

InrlianarsAJlr
inotanapuu*

2-1

2-1

Saginaw Valley

2-1

2-1

1*2

1-2

H

1-2

Findtav

+2

1-2

Mertyhurst

M

0-3

kfiasMiiiiKai

It may be far from a rivalry, but Grand
Valley State University head football
coach Chuck Martin said his Lakers are
still excited for their nationally televised
game in Lubbers Stadium against
Michigan Technological University
tonight.
“1 think our players are jacked up
to be playing on national television."
Martin said.
The 3-0 Lakers will face oft against
the Huskies, who are currently winless
on the season. The game will be aired by
CSTV, a digital sports media which is a
part of the CBS Corporation.
Not only have the Huskies been
unsuccessful against their opponents this
year, they also have had no luck against

the Lakers in past years. The two teams
have played against each other 19 times,
of which the Lakers have won 17. The
last Huskies victory was in 1984 when
Michigan Tech overthrew GVSU by a
score of 27-20.
The most recent time the teams
completed a game against each other
was in 2004 when the Lakers won by
a score of 24-7. This extended the 12game winning streak the Lakers have
mounted over the Huskies. In 2005 the
game, held at GVSU. was called in the
second quarter due to lightning.
Taking into account both teams’
history. Martin said he is aware of
the winning streak the Lakers have
achieved against the Huskies hut
respects Michigan Tech and what it can
do if given the opportunity.
“We have had a ton of success

against them, but they've always played
us tough.” Martin said. "We know if we
make mistakes, they'll be in a position
to take the game away."
Additionally. Martin and his team
were subjected to a shortened week of
practice. With the contest being slated
on a Thursday night, the Lakers lose an
entire day of preparation. This is a day
that both Martin and senior quarterback
Cullen Finncrty said is needed
"We’re still looking to put together
the complete game, both offensively
and defensively.” Finnerty said.
The shortened week of practice is
not just a problem for GVSU. since the
Huskies are facing the same challenge
Two factors that could be counted
as advantages for the Lakers are the
dynamic of last week's games and
traveling. Martin said.

Team | GLIAC | Overall
Grand Valley

4-0

11-1

Northern Michigan

4-2

12-2

Northwood

4-2

10-4

Michigan Tech

3-2

7-7

Saginaw Valley

13

10-4

Ferris State

2-2

10-3

UUS.ip.no.

1-4

4*10

Hillsdale

H

M-o

Findlay..

21

M
ii

Gannon

2-4

Wayne State

t-4

$*6
1-4

Mertytant

w

6 8
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See Football, B5

Soccer gives up first goal, still finishes with win
By Matthew Verdonk
G\1 Staff \SYiter

VOLLEYBALL
STANDINGS

The Huskies battled with No. 14
Northwood University and suffered a
13-7 loss last week at home Oppositely,
the Lakers cruised to 31-6 win on the
road against Saint Joseph's College of
Indiana where they had the opportunity
to let their starters take a break and give
younger, backup players time on the
field
The Huskies will also make a long
road tnp from the northern Upper
Peninsula, which Martin said Is a
grueling tnp no matter what day it is.
“Even going up there for a Saturday
game is tough.” he added.
With all side factors out of the way.
the end result will be decided by which
team scores more touchdowns. Michigan
Tech yields an average of 27.7 points a
game The stout GVSU defense yields

Well, it seems they are human after all
The Grand Valley State University women s soccer
team dispatched six opponents before giving up its first
goal of the season Sunday to its opponent from Morehead
Stale University.
Unfortunately for the Eagles, that one goal was not
enough as sophomore Katy Taller bulged the old onion hag
three times en route lo a 4-1 GVSU win. improving the
team's record lo 7-0.
While at Morehead Slate, the Lakers dealt w ith a team
that challenged them with aggressive, physical play for the
first time this season.
"MSU is a very big. strong team that likes lo play a
duvet style game with almost no possession.” said GVSU
head coach Dave Dilanni "Our defenders were put under a
great deal of pressure to win balLs in the au and then make a
good pass out of the back to release us from any pressure "
Katy Tafler gave the Lakers a strangle hold on the game
early, scoring goals m the thud and 13th minutes
"Even though they were probably the biggest team
we’ve faced, the defease wasn't that big or strung or fast."
Tafler said.
• The Eagles responded in the 27th minute with then only
goal of the game
Laker junior defender Kourtney Wilier said the
Morehead Stale goal came as a result of GVSU’s defense

GW ArtMvo Matt •utt»fS»W

KttpJng control Sophomore Ashley Ehass fights for the ban
against a Wheeling Jesuit University player The women's soccer
team defeated Morehead State Urwersity on Sunday

pushing too far up the field
“After they scored we just hacked off." Wilien said.
"We just had to shake it off and learn from the mistake and
not allow any more goals"
A little mixv than five minutes into the second half,
senior Erica Rose redirected a Tafler shot past the Morehead
keeper far her thud goal of the season, giving the Lakers

a two-goal cushion Then, in the waning moments of the
game. Tafler boned the proverbial dagger with her thud
goal of the game
The sophomore has now recorded 17 goals and four
assists this season. and her coach has nothing but praise for
her performance thus far
"Katy is a very gifted scorer who has learned lo work
hard on and off the hall fix her and her teammates.” Dilanni
said. "What I like about this year so far is that she has not
only created chances fix herself but also generated many
for others"
Another key to the game was the physical play of the
trudfiekleTy
Dilanni said sophixraxc Meaghan Robinson, senior
Enca Rose and freshmen Katie Johnson and Natalja
Stanski were instrumental in keeping possess*xi of the hall
and creating scoring chances w ith diagonal through passes
up to the fix-wards
Looking ahead, the Lakers start conference play with
two home games starting tomorrow in Allendale against
Nixthwuod at 4 p m Then they have a 43-hour break before
taking the field against Northern Michigan Umvenity
Sunday at I p m
Tafler said she is confident the team wifi still be
undefeated after the two contests.
“I think we have a really gixxl chance of winning
because we hare a really good team.” she added "Because
we won the GLIAC last year all the teams are going to
come out and play us hard, but I definitely think we have a
good chance.”
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The rundown:
Detroit sports
By John Faarup
GVl. Stpff Writer

GVl Aiclwv# / Mitty Minn*

Pointed pndc GVSU football fanj chw at the Ashland Uruvefstty game on Sept 9 GVSU 4 now tied for first m the GlIAC

GLIAC football
standings still
tied in knots

GLIAC teams
remain tied across
the board, may
change with this
weekend’s games
By Jayson Bussa
GVL Sports Editor

There are many things fans
could say about this year’s
football standings in the Great
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference. However. Grand
Valley State University head
coach Chuck Martin may have
hit the nail on the head.
"There has been a lot of
weird stuff going on this year,M
Martin said.
With five teams lingering at
the top of the standings holding
perfect records, there are also
four teams struggling for their
first conference wins. The
theme Martin stressed is that the
conference title is very much up
for grabs, and the trends of this
week will not necessarily reflect
the outcome at the end of the
year.
“It’s wide open," Martin said.
“The teams that have been down
are slowly getting better.”
Half of the ranked teams that

began in the conference have
performed as expected while the
other half have tripped up along
the way.
No. 1 GVSU has a 2-0
GLIAC
conference
record
with a 3-0 overall record. Its
conference wins were recorded
against Ashland University and
the University of Findlay (1-2.

0-2).
Northwood University is
also an unbeaten team in the
conference, recording three
straight conference wins so far
this season. The Timberwolves
are ranked No. 14 in the nation
and have the top defense in the
conference, yielding an average
of only nine points per game.
However, the rankings do
not always tell how a team will
perform, as Ashland began the
year ranked No. 22 but failed
to record its first win until last
weekend
against
Hillsdale
College (1-2. 1-2). Martin said
he was surprised that Ashland
fell to such a rough start.
No. II Saginaw Valley
State University was clipping
along at a solid pace until last
weekend when it was uprooted
by the unranked Ferris State
University Bulldogs (2-0. 3-0).
FSU squeaked out the victory at
home by a score of 26-23.
"Last week is probably the

closest scores that I have ever
seen in the GLIAC." Martin
said.
Another surprise at the top
of the conference is Wayne
State University, which dropped
its only non-conference game
of the year but has ousted two
conference
opponents.
The
Warriors defeated Michigan
Technological University and
Mercyhurst College (0-3,0-3).
The upcoming week shows
some competitive match ups on
paper, but with the way teams
have played throughout the
conference, upsets may sneak
their way into the mix and
shuffle the standings further.
SVSU looks to recover
from its last-minute loss as it
takes on undefeated Northern
Michigan University. NMU will
be fresh after having a bye week
last week when it defeated the
University of Indianapolis and
Hillsdale (2-1. 1-2).
Northwood will attempt to
keep its record blemish free as
it takes on Ashland. Also, the
Lakers will defend their No. 1
ranking today when they play
winless Michigan Tech in front
of a national television audience
at Lubbers Stadium.
FSU will also compete
against Hillsdale in order to stay
at the top of the standings.

DETROIT TIGERS
Opportunity came knocking on
the Detroit Tigers' dour, but they
faded to answer.
After
winning a
senes against
the Baltimore
Orioles, they
war pruned to
nuke a decisive
pash in the last
two weeks of
the season with
a crucial senes
against the Chicago White Sox.
Detroit failed to sweep against Ozzie
Guillen 's group of sluggers, and as a
result the pesk> Minnesota Twins
pulled within a hall-game in the
American League Central division
A stellar start from veteran ace
Kenny Rogers in the first game of
the series struck tear into faithful
Windy City citizens, but Justin
Vferiander was unable to deliver a
knockout punch in the second game
of the series, a blowout 7-0 kiss
at the hands of an AJ Pier/ynski
grand slam.
The Tigers have 10 games left
against three teams - six against
the Kansas City Royals, one
against the Baltimore Orioles and
three against the Toronto Blue
Jays. The Tigers have yet »o clinch a
playoff berth, but it is unlikely they
will truss the postseason barring a
complete meltdown in the final two
weeks.
Roster notes: Veteran hitter Man
Stairs was picked up off the waiver
wire from the Texas Rangers The
left hander will only play a minor
role as a designated hitter for the
remainder of the regular season
League rules mandate players
signed after Aug. 31 are ineligible
to play in the postseascvi. Placido
Rdancu is expected to play next
weekend in a series against the
Kansas City Roy als Pitcher Chad
Durbin and catcher Mike Rahelo
were called up from Trtple-A
Toledo.
Next game: Today against the

Orioles at 41)5 p in.
Statistic of the week: Fur the tint
time since 1987, the Tigers have won
90 games in the regular season.
DETROIT I JONS
The Lions arc now 0-2 after a
34-7 shellacking at the hands of the
Chicago Beam Not exactly (he
result the fans were expecting after a
grand proclamation by wide receiver
Roy Williams
“We w ill win this game." he told
reporters after a loss to the Seattle
Scuhawks "Y'all can take that as a
guarantee or w hat not, but we will
win tfus game
Not only did the Lions not win.
they were completely destroyed by a
stifling Bears defense. Quarterback
Jon Kitna threw for a respectable
230 yards with a 76.7 completion
percentage, but it did little good
The Lions were simply outplayed
by quarterback Rex Grossman and
company.
Coach Rod Mannelli. in a post
game press conference, cited several
reasons for the uninspiring outing
at Soldier Reid He said a lack of
fundamentals hurt the learn, namely
the wealth of penalties and had
tackling techniques
“I dunk the fundamentals
because, see. I’m nut going to
change." Mannelli said “I won’t
change. This is what I believe in"
Mannelli also responded to
several questions about wide
receiver Mike Williams, and why
he was receiving little playing time
despite good career numbers with
the organization
There are certain standards
we want, and we’re going to keep
pushing it.” Mannelli sard.
Roster notes: Linebacker Alex
Lewis and safety kenoy Kennedy
both sustained injuries in the Bears
game and are listed as w eek-uv
week.
Next game: Sunday against the
Green Bay Packers at I p.m on

FOX
Statistic of the week:
Linebacker Ernie Suns, the No. 9
overall draff pick by the Lions, has
had an immediate effect with 14
tackles in two games

^GVL DIGEST
Sports in Brief
Hockey faces off against
worthy opponent
The Grand Valley Stale
University Division !1 hockey
club will take action in its season
opener at the Georgetown Ice
Arena against Western Michigan
University on Friday at 8 p m On
Saturday, the Lakers will face off
against the Broncos, this time on
the road at 7:30 p m.
“I dunk we got all the people
in place all the way down the
lineup that can go against teams
that any style of play." sard head
coach Denny McLean. “We cap
match up to anyone. "
The team is returning 14
players from last year along with
10 freshman and two transfer
students The Lakers were forced
to bid farewell to three captains
from last year.
“I dunk playing the high
quality teams will set a good
barometer for the rest of the year,"
McLean said.
Earlier this month, the hockey
club hosted its annual golf outing,
receiving a record number of
golfers. The outing attracted 100
participants at The Meadows Golf
Course on the Allendale Campus.
GVSU athletic schedule fills
upcoming weekend
Seven vanity athletic teams
w ill be in action this weekend for
the Grand Valley -State University
Lakers, many of which will be
played in Allendale
The softball team will host
Grand
Raptds
Community
College for a fall ball game,
weather permitting, on Friday at
3:30 p.m.
The still unbeaten women’s
soccer team, which has relented
only one goal in its seven
regular season games, will take
on Northwood University in
Allendale on Friday at 4 p.m.
The women’s tennis team
will host Ashland University and
Mercyhurst College on Friday
and Saturday.
Men’s tennis, volleyball and
the cross country program will
also be in action on the road for
their respective competitions.

IF YOU SAVE A HERO WHAT DOES THAT MAKE YOU?

Tournament shows
‘depth’ of tennis team
Four women on the
Laker tennis team
compete in second
round, doubles
team advances
By Brian Beaupied
GVL Staff Writer

The sixth-seeded pairing
of Emily Zellner and Lindsay
Grimmer advanced to quarter
finals. while four Lakers
advanced to the second round
of singles play.
The Grand Valley State
University women's tennis
team set a benchmark only
three other schools could match
this past weekend in Midland.
Mich. The team sent four out of
six competing singles players
into the second round of play
in an impressive showing at
the Wilson/ITA Great Lakes
Women's Championships
Juniors Jenna Killips and
Zellner. sophomore Grimmer
and freshman McCall Monte
all advanced to the second
round of singles play before
being defeated.
Grimmer,
the
No.
12
sophomore, was edged out by
Ferris State University's Ann
Grant 6-4 and 7-3. Killips
gave Wayne State University's
Amanda Pressotto all she
could handle, but was narrowly
defeated 7-5 and 6-4.
In a thrilling match. Zellner
was defeated by Drury's No.

A

11 Thu Ha Mai 7-6 (4) and 6-3.
Rounding out the Lakers was
Monte, who was eliminated
by No. 15 Jennifer Daly of
Mercyhurst College by a score
of 6-2 and 6-2.
The Lakers had
three
teams participating in doubles
action as well, highlighted by
the highly-touted tandem of
Zellner and Grimmer. The duo
battled their way to a top-eight
finish, before being ousted
in the quarterfinals by Drury
University’s top squad of
Mouna Sabri and Khrystsina
Tryboi 8-5.
The three-day tournament
hosted
by
Northwood
University
boasted
11
participating schools sending
63 girls to compete in a singles
format tournament In addition.
31 teams fought for the doubles
crown Winners of the singles
and doubles brackets will move
on to compete in the national
championships in November
With no seniors on the
Laker
roster,
the
strong
showing at the tournament
was an encouraging sign to a
young team and fourth-year
coach John Black.
“Since both tournaments
were not flighted, it really
showed the depth of our team.”
Black said “The team is very
young this year However, we
played like an experienced
team this weekend. They
competed well and had close
matches against the top singles
players and doubles teams in
our region I was very pleased

with the level of tennis we
displayed.”
The
Lakers
will
now
continue their hunt for a
league title in the wide-open
Great
Lakes
Conference.
Currently. Northwood. Lake
Superior State and Michigan
Technological
universities
remain undefeated at the top
of the GLIAC standings.
Mercyhurst
and
Saginaw
Valley State University are
close behind with a couple
conference wins each.
The GVSU team, who has
yet to begin conference play,
may be considered a threat
to take the conference title
after going to the national
championships in each of the
past three years.
“We need to continue
raising our level of play as
the season progresses.” Black
said. “This year our conference
is wide open and any of about
six teams have a legitimate
chance of claiming the title.
With so many strong teams
this year, we need to be at 100
percent each and every match
this fall ”
The team will return home
to kick off conference play
this weekend The Lakers are
scheduled to face Ashland
University on Friday at 3 pm.
followed by Mercyhurst on
Saturday at 10 a m. GVSU
will also compete against
Kalamazoo Valley Community
College at 2:30 pm
on
Saturday in Allendale
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‘Saints Award winning poetry comes to life
Row’ is
not for
the faint
of heart
By Brandon Manus
GVL Staff Writer

Game “Saints Row"
System: X360
Genre Action
Anyone who has laid eyes
on “Saints Row" knows its
main theme — a knock off.
rip off and clone of “Grand
Theft Auto." Hey. who am I
to disagree? Of all the “GTA"
clones in
the world.
“Saints
Row" takes
the cake.
The
greatest form
of praise is
imitation.
Rather
Manus
than try to
reinvent the
wheel, however. “Saints Row"
adds some quality refinements
that allow it to stand on its
own merit.
The map system, for
example, is far more intuitive
than anything found in a
“GTA" game. This map
allows gamers to view the
entire city at any time, view
all places of interest and create
waypoints to help players find
destinations with ease.
The “Saints Row" character
creation system allows for
near complete customization
in which gamers can live out
their own street-life fantasies.
Other welcome refinements
the game brings to the table
include short load times
and gamer's ability to save
anywhere at anytime.
Rather than use a clunky
lock-on system to aim,
^Saints Row" simply places
crosshair on screen, and
(.gamers point in the direction
y wish to shoot and pull the
gger. This makes shooting
enjoyable experience
stead of a bothersome chore.
While “Saints Row " may
rt be the prettiest game ever,
graphics do pull players
^nto the world of Stillwater
iThe vast city is alive with
people walking and driving
• everywhere.
Though the main character
never utters a word dunng
‘the course of the game, the
rest of the city chatters on
an almost continuous basis.
Radio stations play the local
,Jiits and civilians ramble on as
$iey hustle and bustle, giving
Stillwater the feel of a real city.
The online aspect of
iJ"Saints Row" is enjoyable.
Put t is limited to only two
players, which is disappointing
considering the possibilities of
what it could have been with
Jjnore
!
Other minor flaws in the
' game include the absence of
< mid-mission checkpoints.
2 occasional frame rate issues.
* random graphical glitches
* and the criminal act of not
| including boats or planes But
; in the end I kept coming back
| for more.
*
A bnef word of caution.
i however, to those thinking
Of tackling the streets
of Stillwater — “Saints
Jlow" lives up to its mature
gating. The game is not for
<<he politically correct. It
unapologetically plays to
virtually every stereotype of
race and gender in American
society There are moments
in this game that would make
even Dave Chappelle Mush
“Saints Row" has caught a
lot of slack for being labeled as
a “GTA" ckme. but if gamers
can get past the brutal political
incorrectness and its shameful
reinterpretation of "GTA."
ftiey will find a game that
is challenging, fun and well
worth the pnee of admission
The (kmd Shooting controls
done right in a "GTA" style
game
The Rad The lack of boats
and planes
The Mad Moms across
America when they find their
12-year-olds playing this game
Score: 8/10 (five is average)
Silver Medal

GVl I t*n DfNun

Working with words: mgnd d* Kok. author of "Seasonal fires" and other works, reads her poetry to the GVSU community on Monday The South African writer drew a packed crowd into the Kirkhof Center

Ingrid de Kok holds the
audience’s attention with
readings, explanations of
her work
By Leslie Perales
GW Staff Hfrter

It may be unusual for an upwards of 90
people to be silent in one mom. hut that was
how attentive award winning poet Ingrul de
Kok's audience was when she mad Monday.
De Kok is currently an associate professor
for the Centre for Extra-Mural Studies at the
University of Cape Town in South Africa,
where she is originally from.
The poetry trading, held in Grand Valley
Suite University's Kirkhof Center, drew
in a large crowd that tilled every seat. De
Kok read about various topics, including

apartheid. AIDS, war. government, exile,
love and family
Before reading each poem, de Kok would
explain the context of the poem and the
circumstances under which it was written,
helping to set the tone.
"It was nice to get her perspective as a
white minority in Africa and to realize and
actually meet somebody who was against
apartheid, even though she was a white
minority and one of the people who was
a beneficiary of apartheid.'' said GVSU
sophomore Keisha Durant. “I really enjoyed
it."
Before reading a series of poems, de Kok
explained that following the end of apartheid,
the South African Truth and Reconciliation
Commission was started to help bring
justice to those who endured violence dunng
that time. She then read a series of poems
discussing the tnals that took place under the
commission.
"Some places people are quite informed.

some places it is quite introductory, and I like
both," de Kok said about teaching students
the history of the apartheid through poetry
"It's always good to test your work in a
foreign environment, because people make
comments about dungs that you wouldn't
normally have expected, and they ask
probing questions."
She added that most young Americans
know little about apartheid, but she found
they are usually eager to hear about the
history of conflict in South Africa because
the United States has had race issues as well,
she said. Students are interested in hearing
about what similar experiences have been
like, de Kok added.
de Kok's first book of poems. "Familiar
Ground," was published in 1988 and written
when she lived in Canada. While many
writers that spoke out agaiast apartheid were
exiled, de Kok said she exiled herself to have
more freedom with her writing, without the
South African government glancing over her

shoulder.
After the reading was over, de Kok
answered audience questions before moving
downstairs in the Kirkhof Center for a
reception. The reception, held outside the
Women's Center, was filled with students
and faculty who gathered and discussed de
Kok’s work while duung on South African
food.
“Seasonal Fires." de Kok’s newest
collection of poetry, was sold and the author
signed books and posters
English professor David Alvarez said
while the event was successful and many
books were sold, he wished there could have
been more faculty present
During her trip to the Grand Rapids area,
de Kok also visited a poetry class and read at
Calvin College.
The reading at GVSU was sponsored
by the departments of English. African
.American studies, writing, history, women
and gender studies and the Women’s Center

Prof to give first viola solo performance at GV
By Brandy Arnold
GVl Stqff Writer

Grand Valley State University
performing arts students w ill soon
have the opportunity to hear one
of their professors in action
Faculty member Robert Byrens
will perform on Friday as part of
the Artist-Faculty .Senes.
While Byrens has played
both the viola and piano since
elementary school, he said he
has only accompanied other
performers on the piano in the
past. Friday will be his first solo
viola performance
Byrens joined GVSU’s faculty
in 1991. and is now head of the
accompanying department and
a viola professor He performs
with the Grand Rapids Symphony
Orchestra and more than 20 times
a semester at GVSU or other guest
concerts.
Dunng the summer months.
Byrens serves as the associate
artistic director at the Chamber
Music Festival of Saugatuck.
While helping to organize the
I
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N
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festival, he plays both the viola
and the piano
Valcne
Stoelzel.
concert
manager and arts information
officer for the GVSU department
of music, said Byrens is strong on
both instruments.
"This is a diverse scries, and
Byrens is a great example of
that." Stoelzel said. "Not only is
he an experienced violist, he is
also apart of the accompanying
program of pianists."
The series exists to educate
the general public and students
as well as provide the community
with an opportunity to enjoy live
music. Stoelzel said.
“There's a real intimacy in
a live performance between
the audience and the performer
that you just don't get from a
recording." she said.
The Artist-Faculty Senes aims
to share an array of music with the
community. Byrens said.
The shows in this year’s series
will he very eclectic, he added
Because of the diversity among
(he faculty, he said there is a
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tremendous amount of variety in
performances each semester.
“Hopefully there's something
for everyone’s taste," Byrens
said.
He added he is excited to share
his program because it is unusual
to hear a viola performance. Since
the cello and violin are more
commonly performed. Byrens
said his program will give the
community a chance to hear a
different stringed instrument.
Byrens said the senes is a great
tradition because it gives students
a chance to see their teachers in a
performance setting.

“My work is mainly working
with
students.
one-on-one
training and prepanng them to be
performance artists." he said. “So
it’s always nice for them to come
see me perform."
Byrens
program.
titled
“The Romantic Viola." will
contain music from classical
composers such as Beethoven and
Schumann.
“It’s full of beautiful melodies,
rich harmonies and lots of poetry."
he said
Joan Conway, a former musk
professor at Hope College, will
be the accompanying pianist for

Byrens’ recital. While Byrens has
performed with Conway at Hope,
this will be Conway’s first time
performing ut GVSU.
Byrens' performance will
he at 8 p.m. in the Sherman
Van Solkema Recital Hall at
the Performing Arts Center on
GVSU's Allendale Campus.
The next Artist-Faculty Senes
performance will be Oct. II at
the Cook-DeWitt Center. It will
feature Lee Copenhaver on the
cello.
The concerts in the senes are
free and will continue until the
end of the semester
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Thai leader sets 2007 elections
By Denis D. Gray
Associated Press Writer

AP Photo I Apkhart W*«f*wong

Standing guard: A Thai sotd*f mans a roads de walk as residents stroll oast after the military coup Wednesday m Bangkok.
Thailand The army commander, who seized Thailand's government Wednesday in a quick, bloodless coup, pledged to hold
elections by October 2007 and hinted that ousted premier. Thakvn Shinawatra. may face prosecution

BANGKOK. Thailand (AP) The army commander who seized
Thailand 's government in a quick,
bloodless coup pledged Wednesday
to hold elections by October 2007
and received a ringing endorsement
from the country's revered king.
Gen. Sondhi Boonsarutkahn
also hinted that existed Prime
Minister Thaksin Shinawatra may
face prosecution.
Sondhi said he would act as
prime minister for two weeks
until a new leader is chosen by the
Council of Administrative Reform,
that an interim constitution would
be drafted within that time and
Thailand's foreign policy and
international agreements would
remain unchanged.
Australia called the coup a
"great disappointment." while
Japan urged the quick restoration
of democracy. The European
Union condemned the military
takeover.
while
Washington
expressed concern about it. The
United States. Britain and other
nations also warned their citizens
in Thailand to exercise caution.
King Bhumibol Adulyadej
appointed Sondhi as head of the
council “in order to create peace
in the country." according to
an anrxHincement on state-run
television.
"All people should remain
peaceful and civil servants should
listen to orders from Gen .Sondhi
Boonyamtkalin from now on." it
said.
Sondhi led a prev ision takeover
overnight without firing a shot,
sending soldiers and tanks to guard
major intersections and surround
government buildings while the
popularly elected Thaksin, accused
of corruption and undermining
demtxnitK institutions, was in New
York unending the U.N. General
Assembly.
Asked at a news conference if
there would be moves to confiscate
Thaksin's vast assets. Sondhi said
t, "Those who have committed

Venezuela leader calls
Bush 'the devil'

wrongdoings have to be prosecuted
according to the law "
He did not elaborate
In launching Thailand’s first
coup in 15 years. Sondhi said,
on nationwide television.
the
overthrow was needed "in order to
resolve the conflict and bring back
normalcy and harmony among
people"
"I am the one who decided to
stage the coup. No one supported
me.” he said.
Sondhi. 59. known to be close to
the king, is a Muslim in a Buddhistdominated nation.
State-run television also said
the new leaders had dismissed
the state audit commissioners and
given additional powers to the
auditor general Jaruvan Mamtaka
to
investigative
government
corruption Analysts said the move
is expected to make it easier for
Jaruvan to investigate allegations
of corruption involving Thaksin
and his ministers and axikl
eventually lead to the confiscation
of his assets.
The British Foreign Office said
Thaksin was to arrive Wednesday
in London on a private visit. A
spokesw oman for Gatwick Airport
said a chartered Thai Airways jet
was due to land there around noon
EDT The Thai Embassy in London
said it had no immediate information
(xi Thaksin’s whereabouts
A
British
government
spokesman said Thaksin had no
meetings scheduled with Prime
Minister Tony Blair or other
officials.
Bangkok, a city of more than
10 million, was calm Wednesday
Most stores were open and
residents appeared unfa/ed. with
traffic running as normal and the
tanks becoming popular tounst
attractions.
About 500 people gathered
outside army headquarters to lend
moral support to the military,
chanting. "Thaksin get out!"
But in the first sign of anti-coup
sentiment. Thaksin suppixters faced
off with rival gnxips celebrating
the coup at two separate gatherings
in Bangkok. Soldiers intervened
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World news in Brief

Birth-control patch ups risk
of blood dot
WASHINGTON
(AP)
— Women were warned
Wednesday that their risk of
blood clots in the legs and lungs
may be higher if they use the
birth-control patch instead of
the pill.
The
Food
and
Drug
Administration said it updated
the label on the Ortho Evra birthcontrol patch to reflect the results
of one study that found women
using the patch faced twice the
risk of clots than did women
on the pill. However, a second
study found no difference in risk
between the two forms of birth
control.
NASA clears shuttle for
landing

HOUSTON (AP) - NASA
cleared Atlantis for a Thursday
landing after finding that
the space shunle appeared
undamaged and concluding the
discovery of unexplained space
debris did not pose a serious
problem.
Atlantis'
six
astronauts
completed two inspections of
the space shuttle Wednesday to
make sure it was not damaged
from the mysterious objects
found floating outside the
spacecraft. Landing was set for
Thursday morning, a day later
than originally scheduled.
Attacks on U.S. troops in Iraq
increase

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) Attacks against U.S. troops have
increased following a call earlier
this month from a]-Qaida in
Iraq’s leader to target American
forces, the top U.S. military
spokesman said Wednesday
Maj. Gen. William B
Caldwell also that Iraqi and
American troops were expecting
violence to increase during the
Islamic holy month of Ramadan,
which begins next week.

when is the last time
a movie made you
beg for mercy?

Bush’s meeting with
Iranian President
draws verbal attack
from Hugo Chavez
By Kim Gamel
Associated Press Writer

UNITED NATIONS (AP)
— Venezuelan President Hugo
Chavez took his verbal battle
with the United States to the
floor of the U.N. General As
sembly on Wednesday, calling
President George W Bush "the
devil."
The impassioned speech by
the leftist leader came a day
after Bush and Iranian Presi
dent Mahmoud Ahmadinejad
sparred over Tehran's disputed
nuclear program but managed
to avoid a personal encounter.
"The devil came here yes
terday," Chavez said, referring
to Bush's address on Tuesday
and making the sign of the
cross. “He came here talking
as if he were the owner of the
world."
Chavez, who has joined Iran
in opposing U.S. influence, ac
cused Washington of "domina
tion, exploitation and pillage
of peoples of the world."
“We appeal to the people
of the United States and the
world to halt this threat, which
is like a sword hanging over
our head.” he said.
He also said the U.N.

AP Photo I lull* Utobton

Speaking his mind: Venezuelan Prevdent Mogo Chavez addresses the 61st session
o< the United Nations General Assembly at U N headquarters Wednesday

"doesn’t work" in its current
system and is “antidemocrat
ic.”
He called for reform, say
ing the U.S. government’s
"immoral veto" had allowed
recent Israeli bombings of
Lebanon to continue unabated
for more than a month. Chavez
spoke on the second day of the
annual ministerial meetings,
which were overshadowed by
an ambitious agenda of side
line talks
The Mideast peace process
also was in the spotlight, with
ministers from the Quartet that
drafted the stalled road map
- the U.S., the U.N . the European Union and Russia —
planning to meet The Security
Council also was scheduled
to hold a ministerial meeting
Thursday that Arab leaders
hope will help revive the Mid
east peace process.

Bush tried to advance his
campaign for democracy in
the Middle East duting his ad
dress to the General Assembly
on Tuesday, saying extremists
were trying to justify their vi
olence by falsely claiming the
United States is waging war on
Islam. He singled out Iran and
Syria as sponsors of terrorism.
Bush also pointed to Teh
ran's rejection of a Security
Council demand to stop enrich
ing uranium by Aug. 31 or face
the possibility of sanctions.
But he addressed his remarks
to the Iranian people in a clear
insult to the government.
“The greatest obstacle to
this future is that your rulers
have chosen to deny yoi lib
erty and to use your natron's
resources to fund terrorism
and fuel extremism and pursue
nuclear weapons," the U.S.
leader said.

Holland murder suspects arrested
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By James Prichard
Associated Press Writer

HOLLAND. Mich. (AP)
— Five more people have been
arrested for the 1979 slaying of
a hotel clerk, bringing the total
number of suspects in the case
to six, Michigan’s attorney
general said Wednesday.
Among those in custody is
a woman who was the victim’s
roommate and boss at the Blue
Mill Inn at the time of the

killing. Mike Cox said at a
morning new s conference at the
Holland Police Department.
The five suspects were
arrested Monday and Tuesday
in Michigan, Pennsylvania.
West Virginia and Wisconsin
and are accused in (he
strangulation killing of Janet
Chandler.
a
23-year-old
Hope College student who
disappeared Jan. 31. 1979.
while working the night shift
at the hotel desk
Authorities said Chandler

was kidnapped and taken
to a house where she was
beaten, raped and strangled.
A snowplow driver discovered
Chandler's body a day later
about seven miles south of
South Haven in a wooded
turnaround on Interstate 196
In February. Robert Lynch.
66. of Three Oaks, was arrested
and charged in connection
with the killing. Lynch faces
three counts of murder and
is scheduled to go on trial in
January
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Taking action: Hungarian right wing demonstrators demolish a burning police car after occupying one of the mam roads
during an escalating anti-government protest in Budapest. Hungary, early Wednesday Demonstrations started Sunday,
calling Hungarian Prime Minister. Ferenc Gyurcsany. to resign

! A call for resignation
Polish clash with
demonstrators
demanding
Hungarian Prime
Minister s resignation
By George Jahn
Associated Press HHter

BUDAPEST, Hungary (AP)
— Mounted police charged
bottle-hurling protesters outside
Socialist party headquarters early
Wednesday, another night of
violence touched off by the prime
minister's leaked admission that
his government had repeatedly lied
to the public about the economy.
Up to 50 people were reported
injured, including one policeman
The state MTI news agency said
the officer was seriously hurt in
the clashes, which — like on the
previous day — involved splinter
groups separate from a larger
demonstration massing about
10.000 people.
MTI said total police at the
scene numbered around 1.000.
It reported several police cars
burning and said demonstrators
were also tearing chunks of plaster
from nearby buildings to throw at
police.

Football
continued from page B1

an average of 10 while its
offense scores an average of
more than 24 points a game.
The Huskies run a balanced
offense in which quarterback
Drew Schaft has tossed for 341
yards but also six interceptions
on the year Their primary
running back, Lee Marana has
rushed 62 times this year for 238

Golf
continued from page B1

competing
against
some
of his own teammates, he still
approached the tournament like
any other
1 don’t think I played good,
but I don’t think 1 played bad.
Larson said. “I think I left a few
out on the greens though
Junior Tony Mango and
freshman Matthew Malkwire alvi
contributed to Blue team scoring.
Although the Black team fell to
second place, it accounted for the
first place champion in sophomore
Man Johnson Johnson did not
share the first place position w ith
anyone, finishing the tournament
with round scores of 73 and 70. to
end with 143.
Only one other individual

The latest violence came just a
day after hundreds of demonstrators
stormed and vandalized part of the
state television building, in clashes
that left more than 100 people hurt
Wednesday’s con front at ion erupted
after the demonstrators apparently
threatened to move in on the
party building and ignored police
orders shouted through bullhorns
to disperse Police succeeded in
scattering the protesters, then
scuffled w ith small groups in side
streets Wailing sirens signaled the
approach of police reinforcements,
then blocked access to the area to
media. An ambulance crew was
seen attending to an injured officer
while other police hustled away
individual demonstrators
The protesters then regrouped,
blocking a main thoroughfare
with garbage containers and park
benches. A bus. its windshield
broken, was caught in the swirling
mass of police and protesters As
the confrontation neared its third
hour, police split the demonstrators
into three groups and deployed
water cannons to pash them into
different directions in a new
attempt to disperse them.
MTI. quoting police, said about
50 people had been detained by the
time the clashes ended in the early
hours Wednesday
The confrontation demonstrated
continued high potential for

violence amul radical opponents of
Prime Minister Ferenc Gyurcsany.
whose taped comments set off the
country's worst violence since its
failed anti-Soviet revolution 50
years ago.
The violent group had split away
from the estimated 10.000 people
gathered in Kossuth Square, the
vast pla/a abutting the neo-Gothic
parliament building. Dozens in the
square waved Hungarian flags,
and some of the demonstrators
set up small tents, signaling they
intended to stay at least overnight.
Some insisted they would
remain until the resignation of
Gyurcsany.
“I hope we can accomplish our
goal." said Tamas Szep. 48. a paint
supplies wholesaler. “Not only
the prime minister, but all of his
sidekicks have to go.”
Protesters
accused
the
governing coalition of lying to w in
the April elections, but people also
were upset over tax boosts and
other economic austerity measures
that Gyurcsany has ordered over
the last three months
A 22-year-old student who
identified herself only as Manann
compared Gyurcsany to a child
caught telling untruths and
suggested the Socialist Part)
leader, who is friends with Russian
President Vladimir Putin, be
banished to Siberia.

yards and a single touchdown.
However. Martin said while
the Lakers are not flawless,
they are try ing to get as close
as possible.
‘‘The biggest thing for us is
that we play with passion.” he
added Ml’m pretty humble to
the fact that we will never be
perfect.”
The Lakers are in a jam
tied for first place in the Great

Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference while the Huskies
arc tied with three other teams
for last.
The kickoff for today’s game
is at 7 p m.

cracked the top 10 for the Black
team. Junior Mark Paw lowski was
knotted up in the seventh place
position. Pawlowski finished his
first round with a 74 and tacked
on one extra stroke for a 75 in the
second round
Freshmen Danny Vaughan.
Nick Blake and Jamie Clark
rounded out the other individuals
on the Black team
The GVSU
Laker
Fall
Invitational
concluded
three
straight days of golf for the team
as it competed in one round at the
Bulldog Invitational on Saturday
along with the two-day GVSU
event
The squad will return to action
on Sunday for the first of two days
of the Great Lakes Region Fall
Invitational held in South Haven.
Mich
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Strange, but true
MONTPELIER. Vl <AP) Will ii be ApncotAbra' or Wackie
Chan ’ Italian Renaissance or
Mojito*
How about Puttin' on a Ritz ’
Ben A Jerry'» has winnowed
down more than 40,000 suggestions
for a new flavor to five finalists, and
will turn their customer-creators
loose next month in the “Flavor
Finals," to see which is tastiest
The five finalists get expensepaid trips to the ice cream maker’s
Waierbury plant, where they will
whip up then concoctions fir the
company's flavor gums m the Oct
4-5 finals.
The five finalists include
Timothy Link. 36, of Ttoy, Idaho,
whose suggestion was Mojito, a
lime-based sherbet with rrant brown
sugar and non. and Tasha Callister.
26, of Jackson. Fla., whose Puttin’
on a Ritz would consist of vanilla ice
cream, caramel and Ritz crackers
The
others
are:
Robin
Thomeyaoft, 25, of Richmond,
B.C., who suggested a flavor she
calls Italian Renaissance, made of
amaretU) liqueur ice cream, cherry
chunks and sliced almonds; Kentm
Karlhuhcr. 25. of Boston, whose
Wackie Chan would be sweet cream
and ginger-flavored ice cream, with
chocolate-covered fortune cookie
bits and fudge swirl; and Reina
Chilton. 26. of Tempe. Ariz. who
recommended
"ApriootAbra,"
a mix of apricot chunks, dark
chocolate, vanilla ice cream and tart
aphcot preserves.

Braxton and Daxton Thomas,
sons of Mike and Glenda Thomas,
and Tnstt and Trenton Hoover, a
daughter and son bom to Michelle
Hoover.
Glenda Thomas gave buth to
her boys on her birthday, which
will make the date even easier to
remember. Mike Thomas said.
“I’ve got the best two presents I
could ever have “ Glenda added

MEDINA. Ohio (AP) - When
two gas stations were vandalized
last year, police said the culprit
wasn't an angry motorist. They said
it was a rival station owner.
Steven HerokL 41. who owns a
Shell station, pleaded not guilty to
four counts of vandalism Monday
in Medina County Common Pleas
Court.
Detective Scott Thomas said
Heroki is suspected of vandalizing
his two closest competitors, a
Marathon station and a Clark Oil
station, because both had lower
prices.
He is accused of putting glue in
credit card readers, spraying foulsmelling deer repellent or pumps
and throwing beer bottles through
windows.
A trial date was set for Jan. 8.
Police said a break in the case was
when surveillance tapes recorded the
same silver GMC Envoy at about
the time the rival station owners
reported the vandalism. The tapes
were used to identify a license plate
and the owner.

BOILING
SPRINGS.
Pa
(AP) — Ron Zateski is trying to
accomplish quite a feat: Hiking the
entire Appalachian Trail in his bare
feet
His goal is to bring attention
to the need for combat veterans to
receive counseling.
“In the beginning I thought, i
gotta do this to show how tough I
am. I want to be famous."’ he said
at a recent pause to eat some pecan
ice cream. “Now I just want to help
these kids.”
Zaleski. a retired health-club
owner born Flanders. N Y., said
other hikers tend to stop complaining
about the weight of their equipment
or sore feet when they see him
Zaleski said his aversion to
wearing shoes began after he left
the Marine Corps following a twoyear stint in the early 1970s. Going
barefoot started as a protest against
the Vietnam War. although for 33
years he didn't make his explanation
public, he said
But recently when a little boy
asked him why he was barefoot, he
told him the reason.
“I’d almost forgotten why I was
doing it,’’ Zaleski said

RIO DE JANEIRO. Brazil (AP)
— Claudio Paulo Pinto is looking
to break an eye-popping record.
Literally
Pinto can pop his eyeballs at
least seven millimeters (0.3 inches)
out of their sockets, a national
record for eye-popping, according
to RankBrasil. an organization
modeled after the Guinness Book
of World Records that lists Brazilian
records
A former driver, Pinto got a job
scaring visitors in a commercial
haunted house in Belo Horizonte,
210 miles north of Rio de Janeiro
But he recently was laid off and now
seeks international recognition for
his ability.
“I was measured by an
ophthalmologist on television in
January I could pop my eyes out 7
millimeters." Pinto said by telephone
Saturday. “Since then, my capacities
have improved over 50 percent."
That could put Pinto close to the
world record. The title of “furthest
eyeball popper" in the Guinness
Book of World Records belongs to
Kim Goodman, of Chicago, who
can pop her eyeballs 11 millimeters
(0.43 inches) out of her sockets.
Pinto's ability is called “globe
luxation.’' Doctors say it can strain
blood vesseLs and nerves between
the eyes and the head and feels
unpleasant but usually doesn't cause
lasting damage
Pinto says he’s been luxating his
globes since he was 9 years old. and
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Find the listed words in the diagram. They run in all directions •
forward, backward, up, down and diagonally
Butterfly
Drift
Fishing
Gill

Hair
Landing
Mosquito
Neural

Safety
Seine
Tennis
Torpedo
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CHEYENNE Wyo (AP) People were seeing double last week
when three sets of twins were bom
in a single day at United Medical
Center.
The births, the most ever for the
Cheyenne hospital, prompted extra
staff members to come in Thursday
and handle the workload
“It was kind of chaotic." Mike
Munan, whose wife. Tonya, gave
birth to Jameson and Addison. They
were the only parents of the three
sets of twins to use fertility drugs
Also bom Thursday were
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Feeling like a good movie?
Ctnemark In Rlvertown Cross
ing* Mall and the Woodland
Mall area have movies playing
everyday! Check out www.cinemark, com for movies times.

Athletic and Outgoing Grow
ing company seeking 5 moti
vated outgoing individuals with
interest in sports and health and
wellness Will train, flexible, and
part
time.
Call
soon
616-554-1319

Don't let the cost of books
weigh you down. Let Brian's
Books save you money on your
new and used textbooks. Ask
an upperclassman, Brian's Is
the better bookstore. Located
across from the water tower on
Allendale campus and on Fulton
Street near downtown Grand
Rapids campus.
Lights out when not In use help
to save energy In simple ways.
Thanks for your help Facility
Services.
Do you like to go bowling?
Every Wednesday from 9:30
pm-12mldnlght, Falrtanes hosts
College Night, 3 games plus
shoes for just $6 00! Also, there
are many drink and food spe
cials. Bring friends for a great
night outl 3335 Falrlanes Ave„
Grandvilie. 616-534-6038
FREE
CLASSIFIEDS
FOR
QVSU STUDENTS, FACULTY,
AND STAFF. TWO INSER
TIONS PER ORDER, 26
WORDS OR LESS. SUBJECT
TO QVL APPROVAL. MUST
ORDER THROUGH QVSU
E-MAIL VIA LANTHORN.COM
WEBSITE. CLICK ON
“CLASSIFIEDS" UNDER
-FEATURES" AND FOLLOW
DIRECTIONS. IF YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS CALL 331-2460.
Grand Woods Lounge intro
duces Cabin Fever Thursdays!
Drink specials and great times
with friends. Drinks, grub,
grooves.
Visit
www.woodslounge.com or call
616-451-4300 for directions.
Enter to Win $10,000! Every
time you use an LMCU ATM on
Campus, you can enter to WIN!
Locations
in
Commons.
42nd/Pierce, Rec. Center. Kirkhof Center. Kleiner Commons.
Call
616-242-9790
or
1-800-242-9790
Good food, great prices! Mr.
Gyro's has American, Mediter
ranean, and Indian Cuisine and
offers 15% off all food for stu
dents. Also, take time to study
with their FREE wlfl Internet!
3900 Lake Michigan Drive.
Grand Rapids 616-791-6660

PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
Roommate male/female. Close
to zoo, One block from bus
rout*. 4 bedroom house Clean,
dishwasher, washer/dryer. $350
>^itllitle^616M6(M15<^^^

Bar Tenders Wanted Sazerac
Lounge is looking for part-time
bar staff. Experience helpful
but not necessary; will train.
Call to schedule Interview O
616-451-0010
Campaign Intern: Earn $7/hr.
doing door to door political
work Call Bill at 231-286-8724
Mystery Shoppers. Earn up to
$150 per day. Exp. not required
Undercover shoppers needed
to fudge retail and dining estab
lishments. Call 800-722-4791
PART TIME INCOME Entry
level rep Good starting pay.
flexible schedules, customer
sales/service, no experience
necessary Call ASAP 241-6303
Office and Professional posi
tions available in various indus
tries and fields Apply at
www.axlosincorporated.com or
contact us at 616-726-8483
Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/Day. No Experience nec
essary Training provided Age
18^ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520
ext. 226.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn is
looking for illustrators for spe
cial projects and political car
toons. $25 to $100 per project.
Bring samples of work to 100
Commons. Call for an appoint
ment 331-2464

FOR SALE
EVISU GENES Discount Prices
on superb Quality Jeans (start
ing at $65!) Regular Price $300,
Hot. Call Morris Wilson O
(313)690-5443
or
wilsonmoOstudent.gvsu.edu

HOUSING
64th Street Apartments. FREE
Internet, Cable and Central Air)
Washer & Dryer in each unit. 4
Bedrooms, 2 Bath. Close to
GVSU. 10 to 12 month leases
available. $900/month. 3 people
max. Call 816-957-5680
Looking for a place to live next
fall? Campus View Apartments
and Townhomes offers you the
closest off-campus housing for
a great price. Now leasing for
2007-2008 Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6678
Off Campus Housing- starting
at $280.00/month. 2 bedroom,
1 bath. Price includes utilities
except electric. Optional den.
Call Cottonwood Forest Condo
miniums O 616-457-3714

SERVICES

HOUSING
Country Place Apartments and
Hlllcrest Townhomes offer a
great location and even better
price for students Now offering
free Internet and cable for
2007-2006. Stop by the leasing
office or call 616-895-6060. It's
only a bus ride away!
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For Rent: Allendale Grand Val
ley off campus housing. 1
month free rent. Large 2 story 4
bedroom house. Very clean and
less than 5 minutes from Allen
dale campus. Two story 5 bed
room house on same location.
We snow plow and cut the
grass. Can have up to 5 tenants
in house. For more information
call
616-895-6673
or
616-690-3013
Apartment Finders! We help you
find better studios, apartments,
and townhomes at lower prices,
starting $419/month, $125
Apartment Rebate Available,
300 Apartments & Retails on
line. 800-520-2463, www.gopromo.com

I The Grand Valley Lanthorn if currently
I looking for a few talented individuals to
I
I
I
I

New Homes for sale 1/2 mile
from GVSU. 1275 sq. ft. Ranch
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths, deck,
lower level for additional 4th
bedroom 3rd bath and large
family room $156,900. Other
homes and building sites
available.
Call M. Kooster
293-0806

fill some very important roles within oui
layout staff Graphic deisgn experience is
required. InDesign skills are preferred
but not necessary
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All positions are paid and can also be
used as Internships. To apply or inquire
about the position stop In our office:
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Grand Valley Lanthorn
100 Commons
(6161 331-2460

vV

Allendale. Share nice duplex. 2
finished floors, walking distance
to
downtown
busline.
Non-smoking, (grad student
preferred) $425/mon. ♦ half utili
ties 616 892-5466

INTERNSHIPS
Job, Internships. & friendships.
Join the team that produces the
Grand Valley Lanthorn and
lanthorn. com!

M

LOST & FOUND
Lost something? Found some
thing? Get the word out. Go to
lanthorn.com and click
"classifieds".

MISCELLANEOUS

>T your news online «it

Lanthorn.coi
and leave some fLHxJbdLkl

*2,228.“
This was t!>e most expensive
eUv tnc bill fix one month in

Gospel Recording Studio 6
long demo only $99 00. Produc
tion provided 616-734-9779

North A

WANTED

$125.00 Apartment Rebate
BIRTHDAYS

300 Apartments & Rentals Online

OPPORTUNITIES

Starting from $419 month

CONGRATULATIONS

www.GoPromo.com

EMPLOYMENT

(800-520-2463)

MOTMANS
Orchards & Farm Market

0-2417 River Mill Or (*/i miles W of Mandate on fA-45)

Open •-?, Closed Sundey

(414)477-1525

Always fr«sh homegrown produce

OPEN
WEDNESDAY
September 6th

All GV Students Receive 10% Off
purchases of *5 or more
Must present college ID.
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Condominium
For

Sale or lease

Contact the Association Office Tod.ty!
Starting as low as

$

280.00/

(bused on double o««up.»my>

Includes Utilities (except Electric)
2 bedroom. I bath
Optional Den
• Now taking reservations
• Purchase Puces starting at ’59,900

(616)457-3714
Open Monday Friday,

1pm 5pm
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